
 Year 1: Summer Term (2018/2019) 
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Topic 
In the summer term of Year 1 Tobit and Ezra class will be looking at two different 
topics. First, we will look at ‘Flight’ and after half term we will be looking at ‘Toys’. 
Within these we teach our history, geography, PSHCE and art and design. 
 
History: Flight 
Children will be learning about Flight with a focus on prominent figures in 
this area. We will be comparing the designs of different aircrafts 
throughout history looking at the similarities and differences- with a focus 
on the evolution of designs and attitudes towards flying. We will use this 
information to design and construct our own aeroplanes in Art and Design.   
  
History: Toys 
Children will be learning about different toys from various decades and 
comparing them to their own toys. We will be going the Bethnal Green toy 
museum to learn about how toys have changed over the years. This is a 
great opportunity to look at the materials and constructions of different types 
of toys. We will be using this knowledge to design and create our own toys. 
Finally, we will become inventors and imagine what toys will be like in the 
future.   
 
English 
This term, we are looking at the stories: The Enormous Turnip and Nora 
the girl who ate and ate. The children will be retelling the stories and 
innovating them to develop their writing skills. We will also be looking at 
writing adverts and diary entries from the point of view of different 
characters from the stories.  
  
Maths 
Within Maths we learn take a mastery approach which means spending longer on each subject to 
ensure the children have an embedded understanding. Please look at the curriculum map for what 
will be covered. It is suggested that you support your child by helping them learn their 2,5 and 10 
times tables and to be able to apply this knowledge for division sums. ( eg: 2x4=8  and 8÷ 4 = 2)  
We highly recommend using https://www.ttrockstars.com to practise this as it is a fun way to 
quickly learn the times tables. If you have forgotten your log in please contact your child’s teacher.  
 
Science 
In the summer term we will be looking at Plants. We will 
learn about the life cycle of plants and the anatomy of 
common flowers. In addition we will be looking at the local 
wildlife and plants indigenous to the UK.  The children will 
have the opportunity to take part in some gardening as well 
as going on nature walks to explore the plants in our local 
environment. Finally, they will carry out experiments focussing on how plants grow.  
 
RE 
Within RE we will be following the Westminster Diocese scheme of work. This term we will be 
following the Gospel according to Luke. This term we are looking at Framework C4: From Easter 
to Pentecost and Framework C5: Luke’s Gospel: a ‘Godly’ life. Children will also plan their own 
Daily Acts of Worship and have the opportunity to visit our prayer room and prayer garden.  

https://www.ttrockstars.com/

